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"q" is the "how many times to repeat" "n" is the number of times we are to repeat the "line" Line = line from a file, until the end of the line (line that starts with the ">" If there is nothing after the ">", then we continue the loop. Repeat the loop until there are no more ">" lines to read. Check "num" - if it is not equal to "j" or "n" - skip the line. Print the "line" A: I see three possible solutions: Method one: Rebuild the string using a new string builder,
resetting it each time: while ((strLine = sr.ReadLine())!= null) { stringBuilder.Clear(); stringBuilder.AppendLine(strLine); string str = stringBuilder.ToString(); } Method two: Use a do...while loop (if the last thing we want to do is print the last line, then we don't have to check for the end of the loop. Assuming you want to print everything, then this makes no sense. int i = 0; do { int num = Convert.ToInt32(Console.ReadLine()); i = i + 1; strLine =

sr.ReadLine(); } while (strLine!= null); Method three: Read the file twice. First read all lines, then read the lines you want to print. int i = 0; string[] strLines = File.ReadAllLines("c:\\data\\fileName.txt"); while (strLines[i]!= null) { string str = strLines[i]; int num = Convert.ToInt32(Console.ReadLine()); i = i + 1; strLine = sr.ReadLine(); } Reference: Remember to dispose the reader: sr.Dispose(); Note: I'm an Irony developer. Cerebral venous
thrombosis associated with
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Cadimagetoolsforarchicad1214 cadimagetoolsforarchicad1214 cadimagetoolsforarchicad1214 cadimagetoolsforarchicad12141. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an inkjet printer and an inkjet head. More particularly, the present invention relates to a multi-nozzle inkjet head in which ink supply ports, through which ink is supplied to nozzles, are arranged in a staggered layout. 2. Description of the Related Art Inkjet printing
systems of the type discussed above, in which ink is ejected from an inkjet printhead, offer a number of advantages over other types of printing systems. For example, inkjet printing systems are relatively inexpensive, so that the number of printed pages per minute is relatively high. Furthermore, inkjet printing systems are typically capable of printing on plain paper without the need for pre-treatment of the paper, so that user maintenance is relatively

low. Additionally, the compact dimensions of inkjet printing systems facilitate their use in relatively space-limited environments. An inkjet printhead of the type described above typically includes an ink ejection chamber which communicates with an ink supply chamber that is in fluid communication with an ink supply aperture formed in the body of the printhead. The nozzles are positioned in a nozzle plate that is fixed to the printhead body. The
nozzles are spaced from the ink ejection chamber and form a nozzle arrangement with the nozzles of a different nozzle plate. Generally, a printhead will require a certain supply of ink in order to eject ink from the printhead. It is desirable to have a high throughput, and to ensure the availability of ink, when required. A number of different approaches to ink supply to inkjet printheads have been proposed in the past. Printing systems generally include

a supply of ink provided from an ink cartridge or other supply device. Generally, ink cartridges are of two types. The first type is a replaceable ink cartridge which is repeatedly inserted and removed from the printer. The cartridge typically contains a relatively large volume of ink that is delivered to the printhead. The second type of cartridge is a non-replaceable ink cartridge which contains a relatively small volume of ink that is delivered to the
printhead when the cartridge is installed in the printer. The ink cartridge may be supplied with ink from a remote supply, thereby reducing the frequency of refilling. U.S 3e33713323
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